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Gemara: 

• The Gemara continues to relay various episodes about Rebbi Chanina ben Dosa, highlighting the 

power of tefilla in healing the sick. 

Mishna: 

• Discusses the appropriate birchas hanehinin to make on certain types of fruits.  

• Rebbi Yehuda –  the greater the specificity, the greater the praise which the bracha represents.  

Gemara: 

• Brings various sources for the requirement to make brachos on fruits:  

o Fourth year fruits (neta revai) are “kodesh hillulim La’Hashem (Vayikra 19:24)” – written in 

the plural to teach us the requirement for a bracha before and after. 

o Different opinions are brought down as to whether the pasuk re: neta revai is available to 

teach requirement for both brachos or is limited to requiring a bracha achrona. If the latter, 

we can learn the requirement for bracha rishhona from a kal vachomer (if one makes a 

bracha when satisfied, certainly one should make a bracha when hungry).  

o Ultimately, the Gemara concedes that the source for brachos is a sevarah – a person is 

forbidden to derive pleasure from this world without a bracha (assur lo l’adam she’yeheneh 

min ha’olam ha’zeh b’lo bracha). 

• Different teachings regarding one who derives pleasure from this world without a bracha: (1) he has 

committed meilah (misappropriation of divine property); (2) he has benefited from that which 

belongs to Hashem; and (3) he is stealing from Hashem and K’neses Yisrael. 

• Critical machlokes as to the paradigmatic lifestyle for a Jew:  

o R’ Yishmael – Need to work (“v’asafta di’ganecha”), but Torah must be a constant and 

critical part of your life (“lo yamush sefer ha’Torah ha’zeh mi’picha”) 

o R’ Shimon bar Yochai – when one is learning Torah and doing the ratzon Hashem, his needs 

will be provided for; only if one is not learning will he need to work (v’asafta di’ganecha”). 

Inspiration: 

Difference between ‘eved lifnei melech’ and ‘sar lifnei melech’ – Minister is more important but cannot 

approach the king without an appointment; a servant, while occupying a less important position, can come 

and go in front of the king as he pleases. Sometimes, all Hashem wants from us is simple belief (emunah 

p’shuta) and complete reliance on the Ribono Shel Olam. 

Benefiting from this world without a bracha is stealing from Hashem and K’neses Yisrael – Two important 

lessons: (1) shows the power of a bracha to transform something from property of Hashem; and (2) there is 

always someone learning from (not just looking at) our actions. 

Sichos Mussar – R’ Chaim Shmulevitz 

“Harbei asu ki’Rashbi v’lo alsa b’yadan” – Rashbi’s approach works for individuals, but is not a sustainable 

approach for the masses (“harbei”). Certainly, Klal Yisrael needs a segment of those who are wholly and 

totally devoted to Torah, but it is not sustainable for an entire society. 

“Doros Ha’Rishonim asu Torasan keva u’melachtan arai” – Earlier generations were successful in their 

learning and their work because they made Torah the primary part of their day (not necessarily in terms of 

hours, but in terms of focus). When work becomes our primary focus, neither it nor our learning will be 

successful.   


